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SERAPID is the world’s leader in solutions for the safe
handling of very heavy loads.
Our core technology is the Rigid Chain, the chain
that can push. It consists of interlocking links that
behave like a chain yet lock like a rigid bar, providing
a safe, reliable and compact actuation mechanism
with unequalled performance even in harsh
environments.
SERAPID was founded in 1972, and we have built
our reputation by providing innovative solutions to
challenging projects. More than four decades of
engineering expertise combined with our unique
technology allows us to deliver exceptional results
for the most complex projects.

A sampling of SERAPID Products
The TeleMast
Reliable, stable and easy to use

The SERAPID TeleMast has been designed for unsurpassed
stability under all types of conditions.
In addition to the unique push-pull characteristics of the
Rigid Chain - the backbone of the system - there are multiple
engineered elements, such as intermediate guides and snugfitting pad bearings, to ensure safe and reliable lifting. This
gives the lift column a high static capacity allowing it to remain
stable while holding a load for indefinite periods. The mast is
readily programmed for precise, incremental and repeatable
movement for raising or lowering the load.

The RollBeam and LinearBeam
Push-Pull horizontal movement

The RollBeam and LinearBeam range of linear-actuator
systems represents the most universal implementation
of SERAPID’s widely used and proven Rigid Chain
technology. Standard models cover applications
up to 50 tons at a practically unlimited stroke.
Special versions allow for operation
in harsh environments.

The LinkLift
High stability

SERAPID LinkLift actuators prove their performance
capabilities in the toughest environments. Our complete range
of models allow solutions to match your exact specifications.
The standard range goes as far as 100 kN of dynamic load per
lift column, and up to 7 m lifting height. Simple
modifications allow heights up to 20 m.
The links are block-shaped with square crosssections,
and the centre of gravity is right in the geometric centre. When
aligned and interlocked with each other, they form a lifting
column of high stability and rigidity.

The SERAPID TeleMast - single mast unit
Aerospace manufacturing
Telescopic Mast for Laser Projectors
This Telescopic Mast is designed for use in
deploying a set of Virtik laser projectors at an
average height of 11m. When the Telescopic
Mast is fully retracted, the laser projectors
will be positioned at a height la little more
than 2m. The Telescopic Mast does not
require lubrication in any form other than that
enclosed in the drive system gear-reducer.
The laser projectors are used to project
images onto the fuselage of an aircraft
during manufacture, allowing for accurate
placement of components. Multiple images
are loaded and the projector is operated at the
base, changing images as needed. The submillimeter accuracy of the Serapid TeleMast
provides unduplicated ease of accurate
positioning.
The mast system is comprised of 6 telescopic,
extruded, hard anodized, square aluminum
tubes with composite plastic pad bearings
mounted in each tube to minimize the
clearance between, making the assembly as
rigid as possible. An under slung support
bracket provides a mounting point for the laser
projector. The 6m Rigid Chain has undergone
a ferritic nitrocarburizing (FNC) process to
eliminate the need for any lubrication.

The SERAPID TeleMast - single mast unit
Metrology
This project features multiple single mast units
synchronized to work in unison. Designed for a
metrology installation, the masts are precisely
and incrementally raised and lowered to certain
set points for high-precision dimensional
measurement.
The masts are made of anodized aluminum
tubes that easily slide on the flat, plastic, prelubricated bearing surfaces, extending from the
retracted height of1.83m to the extended height
of 7.62m. These sliding surfaces are tighly fitted
with a conservative overlap to provide maximum
resistance against side loads.
The mast is powered electrically and is designed
to operate even in high winds or with ice build
up. Positioning is incremental, repeatable, and
controlled by a cam switch at the base of the unit.

The SERAPID TeleMast - single mast unit
Military
Remote surveillance containers, a tricon containerized
perimeter protection
system. Container
supports non-lethal
devices including: Day
and night (thermal)
video, audio jammers,
loudspeakers, laser
dazzler/bright light,
flashbang grenades,
microwave deterrent,
networked ethernet
hub for integration
and external cueing,
augments existing
security assets and
personnel.

The SERAPID Tri-Mast
Military

Containerized Weapons Systems (CWS), a tricon

containerized, remote controlled, weapons station providing
force protection. The supreme stability of the Rigid Chain lift
allows rapid direct fire-power support for combat outposts, patrol
bases, forward operating bases, ports, and shipboard-defense
applications. The CWS has full remote operational control of
the container, lift and weapons station up to 5m. This system
provides security and mobility for expeditionary base camps,
especially for missions in harsh environments.

The SERAPID LinearBeam
Aerospace manufacturing
Vehicle Assembly Building
Modification
Serapid produced 40 LinearBeam precision motion
systems for NASA’s Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB)
modification project.
The project involves modifying High Bay 3 in VAB
at NASA‘s Kennedy Space Center in Florida for the
processing of the agency‘s Space Launch System
(SLS) rocket. NASA is developing the heavy-lift SLS
rocket to expand human presence to deep space
destinations taking astronauts farther into space than
ever before.
The work done on this project will support Kennedy‘s
Ground Systems Development and Operations (GSDO)
Program and transforming Kennedy
into a multi-user
spaceport capable of
accommodating a wide array of
government and commercial space
activities.

The SERAPID RollBeam
Aerospace manufacturing
Stationary Work Platform
The platform is 4.6m/15‘ high and 12.2m/40‘
long and provides a stable work area for a
team of workers at the upper level. The unique
design uses a row of motorized extension units
projecting outward up to 178cm/70“ from the
main platform to fit against the curved fusilage
of the plane. A swivel feature on the extension
units allows them to be further adjusted to
the shape of the aircraft. On the opposite side
there is a .98m/32‘ long touchscreen operated
tool shelf running the length of the platform for
bringing work items to the level of the workers.
Using the LinearBeam eliminates the bind
and stretch of a cable mechanism, and with
the addition of the treated chain, lubrication
is virtually eliminated, making it ideal for
composite manufacturing.
The drive system is underneath the tool shelf,
putting the thrust under the load, pushing
instead of pulling the weight. The LinearBeam
can be advanced or retracted incrementally
allowing the units to be positioned very
close to the fusilage. Each unit is powered
individually with a smooth stable
movement.

The SERAPID TeleMast - single mast unit
Aerospace manufacturing
Designed for use in the manufacture of helicopters, this
single TeleMast unit is made to extend a maximum height
of 8m/27 feet and lift a load of 68kg/150 lbs.
The unit is made of 6 telescopic extruded, hard anodized,
square aluminum tubes
ranging in size from 82mm
to 163mm. Composite
plastic pad bearings were
mounted in each tube to
minimize the clearance
between tubes to make
the assembly as rigid as
possible. Intermediate chain
guides provide column
support over the entire
chain stroke. A 5-return
chain storage magazine
holds the idle chain.
The chain and other
components were
treated with a ferritic
nitrocarburizing (FNC)
process to minimize the
need for any
lubrication.

SERAPID LinkLift operated TeleMast
Aerospace manufacturing
Three point Lift System
Produced for a leading aerospace
manufacturer, this project provides
a means to support and lift the
heavy airplane wing component
during production.
Eighteen lifts made with
LinkLift50R chain were produced
for the project, to be configured as
3 point lifts for a fully assembled
airplane wing. Six of the lifts are
located on paint carts, thereby
needing Class I Explosion proof
motors. The remaining lifts
were floor mounted in a clean
environment.
All lifts are driven by their own
1.1kW (1.5hp) motor, have a safety
lock-out and are encased in a
protective bellow. The lifts travel
from 660mm 26in) to the extended
height of 1910mm (75in).

The SERAPID TeleMast - single mast unit
Manufacturing
Telescopic Platform Man Lift
Made of telescopic tubes of smooth extruded aluminum, the platform
provides a stable and quick lift. With incremental positioning, and heights
ranging from 1.2m retracted to 4.3m extended, it’s an easy to use
product.
The footprint is only .61sq m, and has fixed handrails, a control panel
with panel mount operators and a travelling pendant on the lift platform.
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